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A little bit about us

The Artist

Tim is the artist.  Born and bred in Scotland, he trained 

as a graphic designerboth at Edinburgh’s Telford College 

and at Falmouth College of Arts in Cornwall.  He has had 

solo exhibitions at the Alan Reece Gallery, at the John 

Muir Trust and at the Scottish Sea Bird Centre in North 

Berwick. He enjoys pushing boundaries and doesn’t do 

things the conventional way.  

The Work

Using the skills he learned as a designer, Tim manipulates 

text and alongside his long-practiced imagination, creates 

pictures from words.  Words have strangely become his 

media of choice.

Some of his current art pieces are inspired by how 

words danced on a page for him as a child merging into 

wonderful, imaginative and vivid imagery in his mind.

It is often said ‘a picture paints a thousand words’ but in 

the world of T.Cottee Art, we also know a thousand 

words can create a very different picture.

T.Cottee Art is a family run business that specialises in creating 
imagery from words.  

Our Buisness Brain

Sarah, Tim’s wife, holds many roles.... manager, 

administrator, team leader, jack of all trades and now 

mum. She can be found either behind the scenes or 

at the front of house.  She is always happy to answer 

any questions you might have. No doubt, some of you 

will have met her at the Trade Exhibitions or 

Craft Fairs we attend.

Environment

As you might guess, we our passionate about nature 

and our environment and want to enjoy, protect and 

preserve it. We do our best to reduce, re-use and recycle 

whenever possible both in our buisness and family life. 

The plastic sleeves used to protect our cards have been 

replaced with a starch based biodegradable slip.  We 

are also committed to re-using all packaging we receive 

to protect our own products for deliveries.  We continue 

to investigate new ways that we, as a business, can 

reduce our impact on our incredible world and its 

habitats that inspire us.



MONARCH OF THE
GLEN’S
Another of our orignial designs; Monarch of the Glen’s uses 

the names of well known (and lesser known) Glens from across 

Scotland to create this Iconic image of a stag in a highland glen. 

Popular as a card and small print. 

ORDER CODE: ISS DEER

Available in all Products

  P
OPULAR IM

AGE
      NEW IMAGE

LORDS OF THE 
ISLES
A NEW addition to the popular Iconic Scotland Series; 

Lords of the Isles uses the names of islands from across 

Scotland to create an iconic image of a group of seals 

basking in the sun.

ORDER CODE: ISS SEAL
Available in all Products



WOOLLY MUNROS
The original design that started TCottee Art; Woolly Munros 

uses the names of well known (and lesser known) Munros 

(or mountains) from across Scotland to create this image of 

a woolly sheep. 

ORDER CODE: ISS SHEEP
Available in all Products.

FOREST DWELLER
Thi is our best selling image for the past two years. Our classic red 

squirrel is still very popular as a print and card. 

Part of the Iconic Scotland Series; Forest Dweller uses the names 

of well known (and lesser known) Forests and Woods from across 

Scotland to create this very iconic image.

ORDER CODE: ISS SQUIRREL
Available in all Products

     BEST SELLER



RIVER RUNNERS
River Runners uses names of well know (and lesser known) rivers 

from across Scotland to create this iconic image of the salmon run.

Very popular with fans of fishing or those familiar with Scotland’s 

spectacular rivers.

ORDER CODE: ISS SALMON
Available in all Products

HUNTER ON THE 
LOCH
Hunter on the Loch uses the names of well known (and lesser 

known) lochs from across Scotland to create this image of an

osprey hunting on a loch.

ORDER CODE: ISS OSPREY
Available in all Products

  P
OPULAR IM

AGE



Available in all products.

WONDERS OF THE WOODS
A collection of work using the names of well known (and lesser 

known) woodlands & forests, lakes & waters, fells & mountains 

and rivers from across Northern England.

This piece illustrates a roe deer in her natural habitat; created from 

the names of woodlands and forests from across northern England.

ORDER CODE: NES ROE
Available in all Products
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AGE

      NEW IMAGE

PEACEFUL WATERS 

ORDER CODE: NES HERON
Available in all Products

A collection of work using the names of well known (and lesser 

known) woodlands & forests, lakes & waters, fells & mountains 

and rivers from across northern England.

Here stands a heron, created from the names of lakes and waters 

found across northern England.



WAINWRIGHT FELLS 

ORDER CODE: NES HERDWICK
Available in all Products
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EW IM
AGE

A collection of work using the names of well known (and lesser 

known) woodlands & forests, lakes & waters, fells & mountains 

and rivers from across Northern England.

This Herdwick sheep features the full collection of fells from the 

English Lake District as listed by Alfred Wainwright, MBE.  

      NEW IMAGE

RIVER SECRETS 

ORDER CODE: NES OTTER
Available in all Products

A collection of work using the names of well known (and lesser 

known) woodlands & forests, lakes & waters, fells & mountains 

and rivers from across northern England.

The names of various northern England rivers are used to create 

an otter in its natural habitat for River Secrets. 



NATURE’S PEACE
‘Nature’s Peace’ is a popular image from our John Muir wild series. 

Illustrating one of the country’s most wonderful, elegant and playful 

animals; the Brown Hare. In the background there is the outline of 

the iconic Perth and Kinross munro; Schiehallion. 

An upbeat image, which has been equally popular as a print and card. 

ORDER CODE: WS HARE
Available in all Products

ALL NATURE’S WILDNESS
Another best selling image, ‘All Nature’s Wildness’ uses

quotations from one of Scotland’s best naturalist, John Muir. 

It illustrates one of Scotland’s most wild and mysterious animals; 

the scottish wildcat and is popular as both prints and cards.

ORDER CODE: WS WILDCAT
Available in all Products

     BEST SELLER
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LEARN NATURE’S
STORY
‘Learn Nature’s Story’ is part of the John Muir Wild series and

illustrates one of Scotland’s most quirky and comical seabirds; the 

Oysercatcher. There is reference to Europes most remote beach 

Sandwood bay in the background.

ORDER CODE: WS O.CATCHER
Available in all Products

SPEND A WEEK IN
THE WOODS
‘Spend a Week in the Woods’ uses quotations from one of

Scotland’s best naturalist, John Muir. Illustrating one of our 

country’s most illusive and shy animals; ‘The Pine Marten’. 

There is subtle reference to Ben Nevis in the background.

ORDER CODE: WS P.MARTEN
Available in all Products



MESSY COO
Another image from the Town & Country series featuring 

domesticated, urban and familiar animals. The pieces in this series 

explore the repetition of a single word to create the form of the animal.

Messy Coo is a firm favourite by many and one of our best-selling 

images, across the range of products.

ORDER CODE: TC COO
Available in all Products

HILLS AND SKY
‘Hills and Sky’ is another image from the wild series using quotations 

from John Muir. Illustrating one of the country’s largest and most 

powerful birds of pray; the Sea Eagle. 

There is reference to Cullin landscape on the Isle of Skye in the 

background.

ORDER CODE: WS SEA EAGLE
Available in all Products

     BEST SELLER



WORKING DOG
This image is part of the Town & Country series, featuring 

domesticated, urban and familiar animals.  The pieces in this 

series explore the repetition of a single word to create the form 

of the animal.

ORDER CODE: TC DOG
Available in all Products

URBAN FOX
This image is part of the Town & Country series, featuring 

domesticated, urban and familiar animals.  The pieces in this 

series explore the repetition of a single word to create the 

form of the animal.

This image has the Edinburgh skyline in the background.

ORDER CODE: TC FOX
Available in all Products

  P
OPULAR IM

AGE



GLOOMY PONY
This image is part of the Town & Country series, featuring 

domesticated, urban and familiar animals.  The pieces in this 

series explore the repetition of a single word to create the form 

of the animal.

ORDER CODE: TC PONY
Available in all Products

PROUD STAG
This image is part of the Town & Country series, featuring 

domesticated, urban and familiar animals.  The pieces in this 

series explore the repetition of a single word to create the form 

of the animal.

ORDER CODE: TC STAG
Available in all Products

  P
OPULAR IM

AGE



ROUND ROBIN
This image is part of the Town & Country series, featuring 

domesticated, urban and familiar animals.  The pieces in this 

series explore the repetition of a single word to create the 

form of the animal.

ORDER CODE: TC R.ROBIN
Available as a Small Print and Cards

FUNKY CHICKEN
This image is part of the Town & Country series, featuring 

domesticated, urban and familiar animals.  The pieces in this 

series explore the repetition of a single word to create the 

form of the animal.

ORDER CODE: TC CHICKEN
Available as a Small Print and Cards

     POPULAR IMAGE



FLOWERS OF 
SCOTLAND
The first image of a NEW floral series; Flowers of Scotland 

uses the names of well known (and lesser known) scottish 

wild flowers from across Scotland to create an iconic image 

of the national flower.

ORDER CODE: FS FLOWER
Available in all Products

DOMESTIC DUCK
This image is part of the Town & Country series, featuring 

domesticated, urban and familiar animals.  The pieces in this 

series explore the repetition of a single word to create the 

form of the animal.

ORDER CODE: TC D.DUCK
Available as a Small Print and Cards

     BEST SELLER
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ORDER CODE: LS RAVEN
Available in all Products.

NEVERMORE
The first image of a NEW Literature Series; Nevermore is 

inspired and comprises text from Edgar Allan Poe’s well 

known poem ‘The Raven’. This dramatic image features a 

Raven in a warm light in the bare woods.

      NEW IMAGE

THE 18TH
The 18th was created using the names of over a 100 well 

known (and lesser known) Scottish Golf courses. The 

background is based on the last hole at St.Andrews Old 

course. 

ORDER CODE: ESS GOLF
Available in all Products
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TAMMIE NORRIE
Another image inspired from the Orkney Isles Series, Tammie 

Norrie is an affectionate name given to the puffin from the islanders. 

These little ones are made from the names of the different islands 

and Skerries that create the Orkney Islands.

ORDER CODE: OS PUFFIN
Available in all Products

HROSSEY
‘Hrossey’ was an old Norse name given by the Vikings to the island 

known now as the ‘mainland’ in Orkney. It means ‘Horse Island’. 

This image references folklore, Vikings, myths and legends and 

text depicting this is used to create an approaching ‘Ragnarok 

wave’.

ORDER CODE: OS WAVE
Available in all Products

  P
OPULAR IM

AGE



TALES FROM THE
PEAT FIRE
Tales from the Peat Fire, pays tribute to the role of the peat fire 

and how it has been a focal point from generation to generation for 

sharing stories and tales through the spoken word. Originally designed 

for the northern isles its been popular with distillers and whisky fans.

ORDER CODE: OS FIRE
Available in all Products

ISLAND GIANTS
Another image from the collection of work inspired by the history 

of Orkney. Each work has a different theme looking at folklore, 

myths & legends, neolithic & historic sights and the various island 

names. 

ORDER CODE: OS STONES
Available in all Products

  P
OPULAR IM

AGE



THE RED BERRY
Part of the Winter Wonders Series, which features animals and 

landscapes made from the lyrics of traditional christmas songs. 

The Red Berry is made from (Sharps 1911) lyrics from 

“The Holly and the Ivy”.

ORDER CODE: WW R.BERRY
Available as a Small Print and Cards

     
BEST SELLER

DECK THE ROBIN
Part of the Winter Wonders Series, which features animals and 

landscapes made from the lyrics of traditional christmas songs. 

Deck the Robin is made from the lyrics from “Deck the Halls” 

by Thomas Oliphant.

ORDER CODE: WW ROBIN
Available as a Small Print and Cards

     BEST SELLER



TWO TURTLE DOVES
Part of the Winter Wonders Series, which features animals and 

landscapes made from the lyrics of traditional christmas songs. 

‘Two Turtle Doves’ is made from the lyrics from Fedric Austin’s 1909 

version of the “The Twelve Days of Christmas”.

ORDER CODE: WW DOVES
Available as a Small Print and Cards

AULD GROUSE
Part of the Winter Wonders Series, which features animals and 

landscapes made from the lyrics of traditional christmas songs. 

Auld Grouse is made from the words of Rabbie Burns poem 

“Auld Lang Syne”.

ORDER CODE: WW GROUSE
Available as a Small Print and Cards

     POPULAR IMAGE



THE FIRST NO-OWL
Part of the Winter Wonders Series, which features animals and 

landscapes made from the lyrics of traditional christmas songs. 

The First No-Owl is made from the lyrics (from Reverend 

Charles Lewis Hutchins version) of “The First Noel”.

ORDER CODE: WW OWL
Available as a Small Print and Cards

SILENT SWAN
Part of the Winter Wonders Series, which features animals and 

landscapes made from the lyrics of traditional christmas songs. 

Silent Swan is made from the lyrics from “Silent Night” by 

Joesph Mohr.

ORDER CODE: WW SWAN
Available as a Small Print and Cards



O’CHRISTMAS TREE
Part of the Winter Wonders Series, which features animals and 

landscapes made from the lyrics of traditional christmas songs. 

O’Christmas Tree is made from the lyrics from “O’Tannenbaum” 

by Ernst Anschutz.

ORDER CODE: WW XMAS
Available as a Small Print and Cards

THREE KINGS
Part of the Winter Wonders Series, which features animals and 

landscapes made from the lyrics of traditional christmas songs. 

Three Kings is made from the lyrics from “We Three Kings” by 

John Henry Hopkins Jr.

ORDER CODE: WW KINGS
Available as a Small Print and Cards

  P
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AGE



HERRING BAITBALL
Part of the Sea and Coast Unlimited Series, one of three 

designs  that depict coastal animals in their underwater habitats. 

These designs were our first open editions and are available in 

a range of sizes.  

ORDER CODE: SCU HERRING
Available as Small Prints and Cards

COASTAL DOLPHINS
Part of the Sea and Coast Unlimited Series, Coastal Dolphins 

draws inspiration from swimming with a pod of dolphins out on 

the Scottish Western Isles.  The image hoped to capture how 

amazing, intelligent and powerful these animals truly are.

ORDER CODE: SCU DOLPHIN
Available as Small Print and Cards



ORCA POD
Part of the Sea and Coast Unlimited Series, Orca Pod pays 

tribute to Orcas, the highly inteligent, sociable and complex 

animals. We are truly lucky to have the ocean’s top apex 

predator right here off Scotland’s coastlines. 

ORDER CODE: SCU ORCA
Available as Small Print and Cards

ORDER CODE: NS HUMPTY
Available in all Products

HUMPTY DUMPTY 
This artwork illustrates and pays tribute to the classic

children’s nursery rhyme: Humpty Dumpty. 

 

Humpty was made using text and the background

formed from an active imagination.

      NEW IMAGE



THE COW JUMPED 
OVER THE MOON
This artwork illustrates and pays tribute to the classic children’s 

nursery rhyme: Hey Diddle Diddle. The cow was made using text

and the background formed from mixed media and a happy 

imagination.

ORDER CODE: NS JUMPING COW
Available in all Products

THE MOUSE RAN UP 
THE CLOCK
This artwork illustrates and pays tribute to the classic children’s 

nursery rhyme: Hickory Dickory Dock.  The mouse was made 

from text and the background created using mixed media.

ORDER CODE: NS MOUSE
Available in all Products

      NEW IMAGE
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FAIR DROOKIT 

ORDER CODE: SWS DROOKIT
Available as a Small Print and Cards

Here sits a humble wee bothy when yir fair drookit. 

Inspired by the Scottish weather, part of a collection of 

wee isolated bothies sitting in their various landscapes.

ONCE I CAUGHT A 
FISH ALIVE
This artwork illustrates and pays tribute to the classic

children’s nursery rhyme: One, Two, Three, Four, Five. 

The fish was made using text and the landscape was

formed using mixed media. 

ORDER CODE: NS 1,2,3
Available in all Products
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      NEW IMAGE



Available as a Small Print and Cards
ORDER CODE: SWS BRAW

JIST BRAW 
Here sits a humble wee bothy on jist a braw day. 

Inspired by the Scottish weather, part of a collection of 

wee isolated bothies sitting in their various landscapes.

Available as a Small Print and Cards
ORDER CODE: SWS DREICH

AFFY DREICH 
Here sits a humble wee bothy on an affy dreich day. 

Inspired by the Scottish weather, part of a collection of 

wee isolated bothies sitting in their various landscapes.

      NEW IMAGE
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ORDER CODE: SWS SNAWIE
Available as a Small Print and Cards

CAULD & SNAWIE 
Here sits a humble wee bothy on a cauld and snawie night.

Inspired by the Scottish weather, part of a collection of 

wee isolated bothies sitting in their various landscapes.

ORDER CODE: SWS GLOAMIN
Available as a Small Print and Cards

GLOAMIN HOUR 
Here sits a humble wee bothy in the gloamin hour.

Inspired by the Scottish weather, part of a collection of 

wee isolated bothies sitting in their various landscapes.
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      NEW IMAGE



‘Gift Cards’ are proving to be an extremley popular 

product amongst retailers and customers alike.

A 4 colour process is used for printing our card.  They 

are printed locally on high quality 350gsm card and 

come with a square envelope.  Cards are sealed in a 

lightweight, environmentally friendly, protective slip 

that is bio-degradable.  

To help our cards stand out on the shop floor a 

bright colour coded circular sticker has been added 

to the packaging, summarising exactly what text has 

been used to create the image. There is also further 

information on the back of the card should your 

customer want to know more about the work. 

Cards are sold in packs of 5 (1 design per pack).

Gift Cards

PRODUCT TYPE: GIFT CARD

Card: 350gsm

Image size: 140x140mm

Card Size: 150x150mm

           CARDS

ORDER CODE: ISS W. MUNROS
Available in all products.

ORDER CODE: SWS BALTIC
Available as a Small Print and Cards

PURE BALTIC 
Here sits a humble wee bothy on a pure baltic night.

Inspired by the Scottish weather, part of a collection of 

wee isolated bothies sitting in their various landscapes.
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Our art prints are created using the giclee 

process to achieve beautiful prints with perfect  

colour reproduction. The prints are rolled in acid 

free tissue and sold in a sturdy high quality black 

matt postal tube, perfect for customers to take home 

without worrying about damage to their purchase.

The image is striking at this size, creating brilliant 

impact and works well for customers looking for a 

high impact art piece.  Very much a statement size 

for any home.

Giclee Art Print:  Medium Tube

PRODUCT TYPE: MEDIUM TUBE  

Image size: 390x390mm with a 10mm white border

Tube size: 450x85mm

    ART TUBES

The ‘Mounted Print’ is an ideal gift or present for 

visitors or customers wanting something different 

but may have limited luggage space. The 12x12 

size fits neatly into a suitcase for ease of transport 

while still being big enough to be a lovely souvenir.

This product has proven to be very popular in shops 

and tourist areas around Scotland.  The size is perfect 

to take home in a suitcase or give to someone as a 

gift.  It has also proven popular with customers who 

can’t decide on a favourite image and chose a few to 

frame and display next to each other.

We have also found that the small mount works very 

well in conjunction with Tim’s larger framed display 

pieces.

The mount is sold in a cellophane film slip for 

protection and sits in a medium weight single mount.  

A colour sticker is added to the front with the title 

of the work and information about the text used to 

provide further information about the work. 

Mounted Art Prints: Small Mount

PRODUCT TYPE: SMALL MOUNT 

Image size: 200x200mm

Mount: 300x300mm / 12x12inches

MOUNTED PRIN
TS



Framed Giclee Art Prints:
    Medium Frame

PRODUCT TYPE: MEDIUM WHITE FRAME

Image size: 390x390mm                                            Mount: Double

Framed: 520x520mm                                                 Glazing: Glass

  
Our ‘Medium’ is the perfect complete piece for 
galleries or homes.

It has proven a popular size for distilleries, theatres, 
galleries, restaurants and places with wall space 
where they can showcase our work to their customers.  
This piece can be used as a display piece to highlight 
our small gift sized products.  It allows customers to 
see the very find detail and work that has gone into 
each individual artwork.  This piece is a high quality 
piece of art for those wanting to make a statement in 
their home. 

Sold with a solid well made wooden white frame, 
double mount and artist glass.  A token to the 
craftmanship and expertise of our locally used 
framers here in Scotland.

FRAMED PRIN
TS

   FRAMED PRINTS

Framed Art Prints:
Small Frame

PRODUCT TYPE: SMALL WHITE FRAME

Image size: 200x200mm                                             Mount: Single

Framed: 330x330mm                                                  Glazing: Acrilyic Perspex

Sold with a lightweight white frame, single mount 
and lightweight acrylic perspex glazing (a perfect
substitute for the weight and fragility of glass in
transportation) and frames have an attached 
hanging system on the backboard.



Shipping
Shipping is completed using Royal Mail, Parcel Force or DPD, we always work out the most 
efficient postage for each order.

We do not have standard shipping fees for orders as this is dependent on weight, size and 
whether glass products are included.

Online Stores
If you are selling T.Cottee Art products online, please make sure to credit T.Cottee Art in the product description. 

Partnering to third party sites (i.e. Amazon, Etsy, Ebay etc.) to sell our products is not permitted.

How to order

Please email your order to tim@tcotteeart.com or telephone us on 07913797311.  Your order is not complete 

until you receive confirmation from us in relation to it.

Please detail the product type, image code and quantity in your order.

Email or Phone

Payment Terms
Payment can be made via BACS or cheque. First orders require proforma payment.  Orders will be shipped after 

payment is received.

Future orders must be paid within 30 days of receiving goods.

Lead Time
All our art work is created locally and printed to order. Small, mini and ‘print only’ orders will be 

processed within 15-20 business days (not including shipping).

Medium and Large framed images are sent to our framer and therefore take a little longer to be 

processed but will be completed within 20-25 business days.

If you have a time sensitive order please notify us, and we will do our best to accommodate 

this.

All sales are final and may not be cancelled. We do not currently accept returns for wholesale orders unless 

item(s) are damaged. If products arrive damaged please notify us within 5 business days of receipt of your order 

for a replacement and return authorisation.

Cancellations and Returns

Copyright    TCotteeArt2022

Please Contact Us
e: tim@tcotteeart.com          p: 07913797311          w: www.tcotteeart.com


